2 & 3 Player Rules
WARNING:
IF YOU ARE EASILY OFFENDED THIS GAME IS NOT FOR YOU

Setup
1. Deal each player 5 Personally Incorrect Answer Cards. Cards played
each round will be replaced after the round finishes. The dealer will
always replace cards by dealing 1 card to each player starting with the
player to their left.
2. Place 10 Personally Incorrect Questions Cards in a pile. The game
consists of 10 rounds; 1 Question Card is played in each round.

Game Starts:
3. For 2 player games use Rock, Paper, Scissors to decide who starts as
the Question Reader. In a 3 player game the biggest “jerk” at the table
starts, vote to see who that is! This Question Reader flips over the top
Question Card in the pile, sets it in the middle of the table, then reads
aloud.
a. When reading a Question Card in the space where it says
“INSERT NAME”, the reader uses the name of a friend or
celebrity.
4. Each player, including the reader, picks an Answer Card from their
hand that is the most appropriately inappropriate answer for the
________ spot on the card.

5. The Question Reader then collects these face-down Answer Cards and
adds 4 four “dummy” cards at random from the top of the Answer
Card deck to the pile. The Question Reader then shuffles the Answer
Cards that were submitted and then reads them aloud, placing the
cards in a line in front of them.
When reading, the Question Reader should not indicate which card
he/she played..
6. Players then vote on which card they believe is the most appropriately
inappropriate. The reader counts down from three and says “It’s Time
to Vote!” All players, including the reader, vote on which answer they
think is the most inappropriately appropriate answer for the round.
Players cannot vote for their own answers!
Voting can be done with vote cards or by players simply grabbing the
Answer Card they want to win that round.
7. Any player whose Answer Card receives a vote keeps their Answer
Card and put it in their points pile. Each Answer Card is worth 1 point
at the end of the game. In a three-player game, if two players vote for
the same Answer Card use any discarded Answer Card to score the
point for the other player.
8. Each player draws one new Answer Card to their hand.
9. The next round begins with a new Question Reader – rotate this role
clockwise around the table.

End of Game
At the end of 10 rounds, the person with the most Answer Cards in
their point pile wins!

